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Theoretical Investigation of the Volatilization
Phenomena Occurring in the Carbothermic
Reduction of Alumina
Efthymi os Balomenos, Dimitrios Pa ni as, Ioannis Paspa lia ri

The carbothermic red uction of alumina has long been
recognized as an attractive alternative to the energy in
tensive Hall-Heroult process used in primary aluminum
production. Its implementation however in a viable in
dustrial process has yet to be established due to ex tensive
aluminum volatilization phenomena occurring at the high
tempe ratures needed to achieve the complete reduction
of alumina. Such phenomena have been so far attributed
primarily to kinetic reason s, such as CO(g) bubbling through

the produced liquid aluminum melt. In the present work a
theoretical thermodynamic study ide ntifies a mechanism,
which can explain aluminum vaporization and alumina
incomplete reduction as a result of interactions among
aluminum species at different oxidation sta tes.
Keywords:
Aluminium suboxide - Carbothermic reduction of alu
mina - Aluminium vaporization

Theoretische U ntersuchung der Verdampfungserscheinungcn bci der carbotbermischco Rcduktioo l'on Tooerdc
Die carbothermische Reduktion von Tonerd e ist seit lan
gem als a ttraktive Alternative zum energieintensiven Hall
Heroult-Prozess bekannt , der in der Primaraluminiumpro
duktion angewandt wird. Deren Brauchbarkeit fur einen
industriellen Einsatz muss jedoch erst festgestellt werden
wegen der starken Verdampfungsvorgange des Alumi
niums, die bei den hohen Temperaturen stattfinden, wel
ch e zur vollstandigen Reduktion der Tonerde notwendig
sind. Diese Vorgange sind bisher hauptsachlich kine tischen
Ursachen zugeschrieben worden , wie z. B. CO-Blasen, die
in der entstandenen Aluminiumschmelze aufsteigen. In

diesem Artikel id e ntifiziert eine th eore tische thermo
dynamische Untersuchung einen Mechanismus, der die
Aluminiumverdampfung und unvollsta ndige Reduktion
der Tonerd e als Ergebnis der Wechselwirkungen zwischen
Aluminiumspezies unterschiedlicher Oxidationsstufen zu
erkIaren vermag.
Schlusselwbrter:
Aluminium-Suboxid - Carbothermische Reduktion von
Tonerde - Aluminiumverdampfung

Inl'estigation theorique des phenomenes de volatilisation pendant la reduction carbothermique d'alumine
Inl'estigacion teorica den los fen6meno s de l'olatilizacion durante la reducci6n carbotermica de la aJuollna
This is a peer-reviewed articl e.
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Introduction

Toda y a ll of the primary aluminum production follows the
Hall-Heroult process for th e electrochemical reduction of
alumina in molten salt (cryolite) bath at 960°C. This process
is - by design - the most energy and CO 2 intensive stage in
the primary production of aluminum , which in total has a
gross energy requirement of211 MJ/kgALand contributes
to global warming by 22.4 kg CO )equiv/kg Al [1], while the
cost of e lectricity consumed in the Hall-Heroult process
accounts for approximately 30 % of the total cost of the
primary aluminum production [2].
A basic non-electrochemical alternative to the Hall
Heroult process is the carbothermic red uction of alumina ,
which has been proposed by various researchers in the last
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50 years [3].111is process is theoretically described by the
following chemical reaction
Alp] + 3C = 2AI(I) + 3CO(g)
(1)
which according to simple thermodynamic calculations is
possible above 2037 °C as at that temperature it has a free
Gibbs energy potential .6.Go = -549.9 J (calculation using
Factsage 6.2 software [4]). However as seen in published
[5 , 6] phase diagrams of the pseudo-binary system AIP3
+ AI~C3 (Figure 1), in the temperature region between
1850 °C to 2160 °C th e liquid " alumina-carbide slag" phase
prevails. This slag phase is considered to be an ionic melt,
described either by an ionic two-sublattice model consist
ing ofAI+3 cations and C--", 0-2 anions [5] or as an ideal ionic
solution of the AIO ' , AI0 2-,AIC--ionic species [6]. Thermo
dynamically, a liquid metallic aluminum phase can only be
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As aluminum is a very li ght-weight metal, the liquid metal
produced is lighter than the alumina-carbide slag phase,
and as a re sult it floats on top of the slag phase thereby
facilitating vaporizat io n phenomena through direct con
tact with the atmosphere of the reactor (in usual metal
lurgical systems the slag phase fl oa ts on top of the heavier
metal phase thereby effective ly preventing direct contact
between the metal phase a nd the reacto r 's gaseous at
mosphere). H oweve r, it should be noted that pure alu
minum has a boili ng point und er atmos pheric pressure at
much high e r temperatures (2520 °C acco rding to [10] and
2494 °C according to [11]) a nd at 2200 °C has a vapor pres
sure of 0.20 bar (Figure 3) a nd therefore its tendency for
vaporization at thi s te mperature is low a nd becomes eve n
lowe r due to the formation of a liquid Al-C alloy which
decreases the aluminum vapo r pressure.
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produced at temperature s higher th an 2160 °C wh e re this
slag phase begins to decompose forming liquid meta l phase
and solid carbon. As seen from the phase diagram of the
Al-C system (Figure 2) this liquid m eta l phase produced
is not pure metallic aluminum but rath e r a n aluminum
carbon alloy (approximately 20 % mo l in ca rbon), which
when cooled will form a solid solution of a luminum a nd
aluminum carbides.
Th e refore the carbothermic pro ducti o n of al uminum is
a complex process, requiring hi gh reac to r tempe rat ures
(;:::2200 0c) and subsequent purificatio n of th e produced
me tal. Even so, it is expected that th e carbothermic produc
tio n of aluminum would still be a less e ne rgy and capital
inte nsi ve process than the currently indust ria ll y used H a ll
H e ro ult e lectrochemical process [7]. Th e key pro ble m in
applying the carbothermic reduction of alumina lies in
th e observed extensive losses of aluminum in the gaseous
phase at high te mperatures [8]. The losses are in the for m
of aluminum vapors and aluminum sub-oxide vapors an d
ca n rea ch up to 25 % of the aluminum me tal produced [9].
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A luminum sub-oxide (A I10 (g)) is a meta-stable c he mical
species with aluminum in the +1 oxidatio n state which is
probably produced as an inte rmediate product of reaction
(1) , according to
Alp] + 2C = Alp(g) + 2CO(g)

(2)

which is thermodynamically p ossib le from 2087 °C
(6GO(2087 0c) = -241.7 J) and is favored with increasing
tem perature (6G(2200 0c) = -52.89 kJ). The reduction of
the aluminum sub-oxide from carbon
AI10(g) + C = 2AI(l) + CO(g)

(3)
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is also thermodynamic a lly poss ibl e fro m 1488 °C
(L'lGlI(1488 0c) = -40.5 J) and is lik ewis e favored with
increasing temperature (L'l G(2200 DC) = -32.23 kJ) , but as
aluminum sub-oxide is in the gaseo us state it is logical to
assume that a part of it le aves the melt before reaction (3)
can take place.
In both cases, the losses in gaseo us phase are attributed
primarily to kin eti c phenomena and mos t RTD efforts
to reduce these losses have revo lve d around the idea of
reducing the volume of CO(g) th at goes through the metal
phase floatin g on top of the alumina ca rbide slag, by divid
ing the process into two stages or two se parate reactors
[12]. In the first reactor/stage, at tempe ratures lower th an
2000 °C alumina and carbo n reac t to form an aluminum
carbide-alumina slag. This slag is transfe rred to the second
stagelreacto r wh ere at higher temperatures it is further
reduced producing th e metal aluminum carbo n alloy on
top of it. These two steps can be described as:
Slag form ation:
3A120 , + 9C = (A l. Co . AlP3\ag + 6CO (g)
1900 D C < T < 2000 D C (4)

Alloy form ation:
(AI.C 3 . AI 20 3),lae = 6( Al )allo\ + 3CO (O)
-

.

2000- o C<T<2200 D C (5)

In this way th e volume of CO gas that goes through the
li quid Al- C all oy is reduced by 2/3 and therefore aluminum
vo latili za ti on should be significantly suppressed. If precise
control in temperatures and phase separation is achi eved
th en th e process can theoretically achieve aluminum pro
ducti on just below 2200 °C with minimal aluminum losses
in th e gaseo us phase.
The most rece nt attempt in developing such a process was
made by a collaborative Alcoa-Elkem project, wh ere a novel
comple x reactor (Adva nced Reactor Process - ARP ) [1 3
15] was designed. The ARP resolved some of th e techno
logica l problems of previous attempts (like heat supply and
slag transfer) but as aluminum losses in the gaseous phase
co ntinued to be substantial an additional Vapor Recove ry
Reactor (VRR ) had to be introduced [9. 15].This VRR is es
senti ally a carbon stack, which coo ls the o ff- gases produced
in stages 1 and 2 and allows the capturing of all gaseous
aluminum cont ent as aluminum carbides and oxy-ca rbides,
which are then recycled in the alloy production reac to r (step
2). In this way not only are aluminum losses reduced but
steps 1 and 2 can run simultaneo usly as the VRR ac ts as a
"self-stabilization" unit effective ly regula ting fl uct ua tions in
carbon and aluminum content betwee n steps 1 and 2.
While Alcoa-Elkem estimate th at the overall capital and
operational cost of a plant utilizing ARP would be 30 %
less than a conventional H all-Hero ult plant with eq ual
production capacity [13J , it is notable th at th eir process
still suffers from the major drawback of producing and
circulating large quantiti es of a luminum ca rbid es between
different reactors thereby redu cing th e process effici ency
and potentially crea ting significa nt tec hn ological problems
associated with mass/heat tra nsfe r. Addit io nally, it is obvi
ous that the ARP technology - whi ch is und oubt edly the
314

most advanced till this day - has fa iled to control/suppress
the volatilization of aluminum co nte nt.
The present work prese nts a th eo retical thermodynamic
study which shows th at aluminum losses in the gaseous
phases are not necessa ril y connected with reaction kinet
ics or phase separati on bu t ca n be expl ained as the result
of a complex series of redox reactions involving the alu
minum species in di ffe rent ox id ati on states. As a result
novel concepts fo r th e carbothermi c reducti on of alumina
can be developed, aimin g at suppress in g th e mechanisms
responsible for aluminum vo latiliza ti on phenomena and
thus crea tin g simpler and more effec tiv e processes.

2

Thermodynamic study

Utili zing th e equilib module of Factsage 6.2 software [4]
(FACT53 thermodynamic database) , the thermodynamic
equilibrium state of a system with initial mo le components
AI 2 0 , + 3C a bove 2200 DC and at atmospheric pressure
wa s ca lculated and the res ults are show n in Figures 4 and
5. As see n in Figure 4 at 2200 DC and at thermodynamic
eq uil ibri um only 40 % of aluminum is retrie vable as liquid
alum inum alloy, whil e the remai nin g 60 % is found in the
gaseo us phase as al uminum va por (Al(g) and aluminum
sub- ox id e (AI 20 (g)' In to tal, only 66 % of the alumin a
(a luminum in the +3 ox id ation state) is reduced to metal
lic aluminum , as 33 % o f the aluminum content is found as
aluminum sub-ox id e (a luminum in the +1 oxidation state).
As th e temperature rises the reduction yield increases but
th e amount of liquid metal alloy decrease as more alu
minum co ntent passes in the gaseous phase. Above 2360 DC
the metal phase evaporates completely 274 DC lower than
what is predict ed in the Al-C phase diagram of Figure 2,
whil e with increas ing temperature the reduction of alu
minum sub- oxid e va pors continues at an incre ase d rate,
approaching co mpl etion at 2700 dc.
In the ca lcu late d speciation of the system (Figure 5), th e
lack of AI 20 3 and the presence of AI 20 (g) shows th at re ac
ti on (2) took pl ace in full extent, while reaction (3) did
no t. The prese nce of un-rea cted carbon th ro ughout the
temperature regio n examined , both as disso lve d ca rbon in
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the Al-C liquid phase a nd as free solid carbon confirms this
observation. One would expect, under conditions of ther
modynamic equilibrium amongst all phases in the system,
reaction (3) to consume at least all the free solid carbon.
as the formation of the Al-C alloy makes the carbon dis
solved in that alloy pote ntiall y unavailable to reaction (3)
(depending on its activity coefficient). Therefore, the pre s
ence of free solid carbon at equilibrium signifies that other
reactions, happening in the system, hinder the completion
of reaction (3) forming an equilibrium mixture between
Alp(g) and so lid carbon. Additionally: from the change in
the curvature of the Al(g) and AI 20(g) lllles at the tempera
ture of exhaustion of the liquid metal phase, observed in
Figure 4, the existence of the later seems to be involved in
the mechanism preventing the completion of reaction (3).
To examine the effect of carbon presence in this mecha
nism , the speciation of a system with carbon excess is pre

2600
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2700

Fig. 5:
Ca lcul ated molar spec iation at
thermody nam ic equilibrium for
various temperatures at atmos
pheric pressure in a syste m with
initi a l molar composition of I
AI,O, + 3 C. Species with the [AI
C( subscript are dissolved in the
liquid a luminum alloy phase.

sen ted in Figure 6. and as observed the excess of carbon
does not affect the equilibrium composition of the system,
indicating that carbon is not taking pa rt in this mechanism.
In Figure 7 the effect of carbon shortage in the formation of
the liquid metal phase is observed. The less carbon is pre
sent in the system the lower the temperature of the com
plete vaporization of the liquid metal phase, while for an
initial carbon to alumina ratio less than 2.3 no liquid metal
phase is formed . Therefore, it seems that the mechanism
of gaseous aluminum formation predominates over the
liquid aluminum formation . while the formation of liquid
aluminum seems to hinder the overall alumina reduction
yield by favoring aluminum sub-oxide formation (Figures
4 and 7).
To comprehend further this mechanism. which prohibits
the full reduction of alumina a nd favors AI 20(") produc
tion, the effect of oxyge n to a luminum ratio in the system
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is examined. In Figure 8 the aluminum species distributio ns
at thermodyn a mic equilibrium for systems of aluminum
oxy-carbides a nd carbide with carbon are presented . It
is seen in Figure 8 that as the ratio of alumina to alumin a
carbide is decre ased (Alp.jC = 1I3[4AIP3·AI.jC,J, AlpC
= 1I3[AI 20 3·AI.jC 3]) in the initial mixture the total reduc
tion yield a nd the extent of the temperature region of the
liquid meta l phase, both increase reaching their m ax imum
values in the case of a pure alumina carbid e system. At the
same time, a luminum vaporization and aluminum subox
ide vapors a re likewise suppressed. The depe nde nce of the
reduction yield a nd aluminum speciation on the ra tio of
oxygen to a luminum atoms present in the sys tem , is further
re vealed as a linear relation in Figure 9, where res ults of
eq uilibrium calculations for hypothetical systems with dif
ferent initi a l oxygen to aluminum atoms ratio a nd excess
carbon a t 2200 °C are presented. These re sults indicate
th a t the reduction of aluminum atoms bound in a luminum
carbides to liquid aluminum can proceed to full extent
from 2200 °C without any losses in the gaseous phase while
aluminum atoms bound in alumina can only be reduced to
liquid aluminum by 40 % at the same te mpe rature. Figures
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8 and 9 therefore present a thermodyn a mic justification
for stagin g the carborthermic reduction in tw o steps, as by
removing 2/3 of the oxygen content fr om the Al 20 3 + 10 C
syste m at lower temperatures (prior to the formation of
liquid metal phase ) one can retrieve the double a mount
of liquid metal at 2200 0c. At the same time however, due
to the formation of the alumina-carbide slag phase, it is
impossible to completely convert a ll of the alumina to
alumina carbides [16J and therefo re the two stage carbo
thermic reduction cannot achieve (under thermodynamic
equilibrium) a 100 % alumina reducti o n.
Given that the presence of alumina in the system contrib
ute s to the restriction of the liquid meta l phase and to the
format ion of aluminum sub-oxide vapors. a key correlation
be twee n these three species can now be ide ntified in the
following " aluminothermic reducti on of alumina" reaction
4AI(,) + AIP3(') = 3Alp(g)'

.6.G(2232 0c) = - 91.3 J

(6)

the occurrence of which is documented in [17J and is essen
ti a lly the comproportionation re acti o n of a luminum spe
cies: 2AllO) + AII ~3J = 3All-li. Metallic a luminum is present in
th e system either as liquid a luminum alloy or as aluminum
vapors, aluminum in th e +3 ox id at io n state is present in the
sys tem as alumina (AI 2
or as a luminum carbide (AI 4 C 3)
or as combination of both (oxy-carbides/alumina-carbide
slag), while aluminum in th e +1 ox idation state can only ex
ist as aluminum sub-oxid e (AI, O( ~)). R e turning to Figure 9,
in sys tems with no oxygen atoms present there is obviously
no possibility for All·!] species fo rm a tion and therefore the
co mproportionation reaction cannot take place. As the
ratio of oxygen atoms in the syste m increases, reaction (6)
takes place oxidizing part of the me tallic aluminum that
had been previo usly reduced carbothermically and thus
an equilibrium mi xture between me tallic aluminum, alu 
minum sub-oxide vapors and carbon is formed (reactions
(1). (3) and (6)).

0J

As seen in Figure 10, reaction (6), is favored entropically
when pure metallic aluminum is in the liquid phase (at
temperatures between 2200 °C and 2500 °C) as from four
liquid molecules three gaseous are evolved in an endo
thermic reaction. At h igher te mperatures, where metallic
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Fig. 10: Calculations of the changes in Gibbs free energy potential. en 
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Fig. 11: Ca lculated molar speciation at thermodynamic e quilibrium for
var ious temperatures and 0.1 bar pressure in a syste m with initial
molar composition of 1 Al , O ) + 3C.

aluminum is in the gaseous phase the reaction becomes
exothermic and reduces 4 gaseous molecules into 3. There
fore the reaction is no longer favored both en tropically and
energetically and is practically reversed. This explains why,
as seen in Figures 4 to 7, the reduction yield of alumina is
increased in the abse nce of the metal liquid phase.

clearly see n in Figure 12 where aluminum sub-oxide for
mation is compared for systems under increasing vacuum.

To further strengthen this thesis the carbothermic reduc
tion of alumina in a system under conditions which do not
favor the formation of the liquid metal phase is examined.
Carbothermic reduction of alumina under vacuum is such
a process as by applying a low pressure in the system gas
forming reactions, like
AI 2 0

3 (S)

+ 3C = 2AI(g) + 3CO(g)

(7)

= 2AI (Q. ) + CO(g)

(8)

AI 20 (g) + C
~

,.

will be favored against reactions (1) and (3) respectively
and according to the Le Chatelier principle their onset
temperature will be lowered. This possibility has attracted
considerable research attention to the carbothermic re
duction of alumina under vacuum as a lower temperature
process could potentially utilize concentrated solar radia
tion as a he at source [18]. Published experimental results
[19] and the present thermodynamic study (Figure 11)
show that under vacuum no liquid phase is produced and
aluminum content is completely vaporized. Therefore ac
cording to reaction 6 and Figure 10, under such conditions
sub-oxide formation should be suppress ed. 1l1is can be

Finally, in Figure 9 it is also evident that the oxygen ra
tio of the system also affects the amounts of aluminum
vapors in the system. proving that their presence is not
the result of aluminum hi gh vapor pressure as in the alu
minum carbide system no aluminum vapors are produced
a t 2200 dc. Instead , taking into account the similar trend
of Al,Q) and AI 20 (g) presented in Figure 9, the produc
tion ofaluminum vapors seems to be connected with the
mechanism of aluminum suboxide formation. To compre
hend this mechanism the Al-AI 2 0 J pse udo-binary system
is examined in Figure 13, where as seen above 2200 °c
begins the vaporization of the AI-liquid phase (metallic
aluminum with traces of dissolved oxygen, practically
pure aluminum) and the temperature of its complete va
porization depends on the oxyge n (as AI 2 0) presence in
the system. Even the slightest presence of oxygen in the
sys tem seems:
A. to lower the boiling point of liquid aluminum , a fact
that could explain the discrepancies observed in the
reported pure aluminum boiling points cited in section
1 of the present work;
B. to create a gas phase in thermodynamic equilibrium
with the melt which could explain the experimentally
observed high tendency for aluminum vaporization at
these temperatures.
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In Figure 14 the spec iation of systems with increasing oxy
gen to aluminum ratio is examined at different tempera
tures, thereby presenting the composition of the gas phase
formed above th e aluminum melt. As observed , AI 2 0 (g)
predominates the gas phase and for oxygen to aluminum
atom mol ratios up to 0.44,AI ZO (g) formation is completely
independent of temperature, verifying once again the im
portance of reactio n (6) in the system. In the same atom
mol ratio region ,AI(g) production and AI(I) exhaustion show
great dep end ency on temperature, through a mechanism
of "gradual " evaporation. 111is phenomenon appears to be
coupled with th e Alp(g)generation in reaction (6), through
an overall reaction like

AI-Alp,

. 4000
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Fig. 13: T1l e A l-AI , O, pseudo-binary phase diagram at atmospheric
pressure as predicted by Factsage 6.2 software. AI-Liquid refers
to liquid aluminum with traces of dissolved oxygen (oxygen to
a luminum atomic mol ratio at 2200 0C: 8.0810--'). Gas refers to a
gaseous phase co nsist ing primarily of AI,O,,) and AI,,,. The dia
gram coincides with previously pu bli shed ones [23].

Fig. 14:
Calculated aluminum spec ia tion
in Al-O systems at various oxy
gen to aluminum atom mol ratios
and various temperatures und e r
atmospheric pressure. The AI IMO ]
species refers to liquid aluminum
with traces of dissolved oxygen.
Solid lines represent systems at
2200 DC, dashed lines systems at
2300 DC, dotted lines systems at
2400 DC and dash-dot lines systems
at 2500 DC.

(9)

(4+x) AlII) + AI 2 0 3(1) = 3AI 20(g) + x AI(g)
where for x = 0.1
4.1 Alii) + AIP3(l)

= 3AI ZO Ig) + O.1AI(g)
6G(2240 0c) = -58.2 J

(9a)

which is favored entropically, and when compared to reac
tion (6) , occurs und e r simil a r temperatures and Gibbs free
energy potentials as seen in Figure 15. Energetically this
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Fig. 15:
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AI 2 0 3 (1) + 2C ~ AI 2 0(g) + 2CO(g)

~

Fig. 16:
Schematic representation of the
volatilization mechanism occur
ring in the carbothermic reduc
tion of alumina at atmospheric
pressure and temperatures above
2200 °C and below the liquid alu
minum phase's boiling point. x de
pends on the amount of chemical
work released in reaction (6) and
the temperature of the system.

AI 20(g) + C ~ 2AI(,) + CO(g)

~

l'

xAl(g) + 3AI 2 0(g) ~ (4 + x)AI(,) + AI 2 0 3 (1)

could be explained by the tendency of the system (under
imposed isothermal conditions) to dissipate the chemical
work produced (6G) from reaction 6, in an evaporation
reaction of liquid aluminum, which would further increase
the overall entropy of the system.
Therefore reactions (2), (3), and (9) form a mechanism,
depicted in Figure 16. responsible for promoting alu
minum volatilization against liquid aluminum formation
and hindering complete alumina reduction. The effect of
this mechanism can be seen in Figure 7 where in the ab
sence of sufficient carbon less or no liquid metal phase is
formed. A similar conclusion for the vaporization mecha
nism of alumina in contact with carbon is drawn in a
recent experimental study [21], where alumina in contact
with carbon was vaporized under vacuum at 1800 °C and
the second and third law analysis of the partial pressures
observed in conjunction with post-experimental material
characterization lead to only one possible net vaporiza
tion reaction,

Based on these conclusions, thermodynamically it seems
that to achieve high aluminum reduction yields one must
avoid the formation of aluminum sub-oxide either by mov
ing into conditions that favor gaseous rather than liquid
aluminum production (e.g. carbo thermic reduction under
vacuum) or by removing the liquid aluminum phase from
the system before it can back react with alumina bearing
phases.
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